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Summary

As a human observer moves through the world, their eyes acquire a changing se-

quence of images. The information from this sequence is sufficient to determine

the structure of a 3-D scene, up to a scale factor determined by the distance that

the eyes have moved [1, 2]. There is good evidence that the human visual system

accounts for the distance the observer has walked [3, 4] and the separation of the

eyes [5–8] when judging the scale, shape and distance of objects. However, using

an immersive virtual reality environment we created a scene that provided consis-

tent information about scale from both distance walked and binocular vision and

yet observers failed to notice when this scene expanded or contracted. This failure

led to large errors in judging the size of objects. The pattern of errors cannot be

explained by assuming a visual reconstruction of the scene with an incorrect esti-

mate of interocular separation or distance walked. Instead, it is consistent with a

Bayesian model of cue integration in which the efficacy of motion and disparity

cues is greater at near viewing distances. Our results imply that observers are more

willing to adjust their estimate of interocular separation or distance walked than to

accept that the scene has changed in size.
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Results and Discussion

In order to study different sources of visual information about the 3-D structure

of scenes, it is necessary to bring them under experimental control. Over the past

200 years, a number of ingenious devices and strategies have been used to isolate

particular sources of information so that their influence on human behaviour can

be assessed (such as Helmholtz’ telestereoscope, which effectively increases the

separation of the viewer’s eyes [5]). A much more general approach is to generate

a complete visual environment under computer control, using the technological

advantages of virtual reality.

[Figure 1 about here.]

Figure 1 illustrates an observer in a virtual room whose scale varies as the ob-

server walks from one side to the other. Subjects wore a head-mounted display

controlled by a computer that received information about the location and orien-

tation of the subject’s head and updated the binocular visual displays to create an

impression of a virtual 3-D environment with a floor, walls and solid objects. When

the virtual room changed size, the centre of expansion was half way between the

two eyes (the ‘cyclopean’ point), so that as objects became larger they also moved

further away. Consequently, no single image could identify whether the observer

was in a large or a small room (e.g. images at the top of Figure 1). Thus, the expan-

sion of the room results in retinal flow similar to that experienced by an observer

walking through a static room, although the relationship between distance walked

and retinal change is altered.

None of the subjects we tested noticed that there had been a change in size of

the room. If they reported anything, it was that their strides seemed to be getting
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longer or shorter as they walked to and fro. The phenomenon is remarkable be-

cause binocular and motion cues provide consistent information about the size and

distance of objects and yet the information is apparently ignored. Subjects seem

to ignore information both about vergence angle (to overrule stereopsis) and about

stride length (to overrule depth from motion parallax).

We tested the consequences of subjects’ ‘blindness’ to variations in the scale of

the room by asking them to compare the sizes of objects viewed when the room was

different sizes. On the left side of the room the subjects viewed a cube whose size

they were to remember. As they walked to the right the cube disappeared. Then, in

a region on the right hand side of the room, a second cube appeared and subjects

were asked to judge whether it was larger or smaller than the first cube. The size

of the virtual room varied with the subject’s position, as shown in Figure 1. In the

period when neither cube was visible, the room expanded gradually until it was

four times larger in all dimensions than before. Using a forced-choice paradigm,

we determined the size of the comparison cube (viewed when the room was large)

that subjects judged to be the same as the size of the standard cube (viewed when

the room was small).

[Figure 2 about here.]

Subjects always mis-estimated the relative sizes of the cubes by at least a fac-

tor of 2 and sometimes as much as 4 (see Figure 2). The mis-estimation varied

systematically with the viewing distance of the comparison cube: at far viewing

distances, subjects’ matches were close to the value predicted if they judged the

sizes of the cubes relative to other objects in the room, such as the bricks form-

ing the wall (a size ratio of 4), while at close viewing distances matches were more
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veridical. An important cue about distance is the height of the eye above the ground

plane [9, 10]. This varies as the room expands whereas it is normally fixed which

could be an important signal for stability of the room. However, removing the floor

and ceiling gives rise to an equally strong subjective impression of stability and

similar psychophysical data (see Supplemental Data).

Stereo and motion parallax, if scaled by interocular separation or distance trav-

elled, should indicate a veridical size match. Hence, it is rational to give more

weight to these cues at close viewing distances because this is where they provide

more reliable information [11–13]. The curve in Figure 2 shows that a model incor-

porating these assumptions provides a reasonable account of the data. The single

free parameter in the model determines the relative weight given to cues signalling

the true distance of the comparison object (e.g. from stereo or motion parallax)

compared with cues that specify the size of the cube in relation to the features of

the room.

The pattern of errors by human observers is quite different from that predicted

by current computational approaches to 3D scene reconstruction. We used a com-

mercially available software package [14, 15] to estimate the 3D structure of the

scene and the path that the subject had taken. The input to the algorithm was the

sequence of images seen by a subject (monocular input only) on a typical trial,

giving separate 3D reconstructions of the room when the standard and comparison

cubes were visible. The example in Figure S1 (Supplemental Data) shows the head

movement during a typical trial and how the motion parallax information available

to subjects can be used to reconstruct the scene. When combined with information

about the actual distance the subject travelled, the algorithm also provides estimates

of the size of the room for each sequence of images. The change in room size was
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recovered almost perfectly and hence the computed size matches, shown in Fig-

ure 2, are close to 1. If there were errors in the estimate of the distance that the

subject travelled, then the size matches for all three comparison distances would

have been affected equally, unlike the human data which shows quite different size

matches at different distances.

[Figure 3 about here.]

There is good evidence that information about the distance observers walk and

their interocular separation are sufficiently reliable to signal the change in size of

the room if these are the only cues. For example, stereo thresholds for detecting

a change in relative disparity have a Weber fraction of 10-20% [16], far below the

fourfold change in both relative and absolute disparities that occur in the expanding

room. Erkelens and Collewijn [17] found insensitivity to smooth changes in abso-

lute disparity for a large field stimulus in which relative disparities did not change.

More direct evidence in Figure 3 shows that information from stereo and motion

parallax was sufficient to signal the relative size of objects when these cues gen-

erate no conflict with texture or eye height information. Subjects initially viewed

the standard cube in a small room, the same size as in the first experiment. Instead

of the room expanding smoothly as they walked, subjects passed through the wall

of the small room into a room that was four times larger, in which the comparison

cube was visible. The walls of both rooms were featureless to avoid comparison of

texture elements (such as bricks) but stereo and motion parallax information was

still available from the vertical joins between the back and side walls. The floor

and ceiling were also removed to avoid the height of the observer’s eye above the

ground being used as a cue to size of the room [10]. Thus, if observers looked up
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or down they appeared to be suspended in an infinite shaft or ‘well’. Figure 3 (open

symbols) shows that size matching across different distances was better than with

the smoothly expanding room. The limitation in the expanding room is therefore

not due to the lack of motion and disparity information. In fact, in terms of the

number of visible contours, there is much less stereo and motion information in

this situation. Size matching is even more accurate in a room that remains static

(Figure 3, closed symbols), as one would expect from many previous experiments

on size constancy [9, 18, 19].

Our results demonstrate that human vision is powerfully dominated by the as-

sumption that an entire scene does not change size. An analogous assumption un-

derlies the classic ‘Ames room’ demonstration [20]. In that illusion, the two sides

of a room have different scales but appear similar because observers fail to notice

the gradual change in scale across the spatial extent of the room. Our case differs

from the ‘Ames room’ illusion because the observers receive additional informa-

tion about the true 3D structure of the room through image sequences that are rich

in binocular disparity and motion information. Nonetheless, the phenomenon is

just as compelling. The human visual system does not appear to implement a pro-

cess of continuous reconstruction using disparity and motion information, as used

in computer vision [1, 2] (see Supplemental data). A data-driven process of this

kind should signal the current size of the room equally well in the expanding room

(Figure 2) or the two wells (Figure 3). Instead, our results are best explained within

a Bayesian framework [21] in which a prior assumption that the scene remains a

constant size influences the interpretation of 3D cues gathered over the course of

many seconds.
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Experimental Procedures

Psychophysics

Subjects (two of the authors and three naı̈ve to the purposes of the experiment)

viewed a virtual environment using an nVision datavisor 80 head mounted dis-

play (112◦ field of view including 32◦ binocular overlap, pixel size 3.4 arcmin, all

peripheral vision obscured). For details of calibration, see [22]. Position and ori-

entation of the head, determined with an InterSense IS900 tracking system, were

used to compute the location of the left and right eyes’ optic centres. Images were

rendered at 60Hz using a Silicon Graphics Onyx 3200 computer. The temporal lag

between tracker movement and corresponding update of the display was 48 - 50 ms.

For the expanding room experiment, the dimensions of the virtual environment var-

ied according to the observer’s location in the real room. When the observer stood

within a zone (0.5 m by 0.5 m, unmarked) near the left side of the room, the size

of the virtual room was 1.5 m wide by 1.75 m deep. The standard object, a cube

with sides of 5 cm, was always presented 0.75 m from the centre of the viewing

zone. Subjects were instructed to walk to their right until the comparison cube ap-

peared. They did this rapidly, guided by the edge of a real table (which they could

not see in the virtual scene) that ensured they did not advance towards the cubes as

they crossed the room. Leaving the first viewing zone caused the standard cube to

disappear and the virtual room to start expanding. The centre of expansion was the

cyclopean point, halfway between the subject’s eyes. The expansion of the room

was directly related to the lateral component of the subject’s location between the

two viewing zones, as shown in Figure 1. When the scale was 1, the virtual room

was 3 m wide and 3.5 m deep. At this scale, the virtual floor was at the same

level as the subject’s feet. When subjects reached the viewing zone near the right
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hand side of the room, from where the comparison cube could be viewed, the size

of the room was 6 m by 7 m. Room size was held constant within each viewing

zone. The walls and floor were textured (see Figure 1). No other objects were

presented in the room. The subject’s task was to judge whether the comparison

cube was larger or smaller than the standard, with the comparison cube size chosen

according to a standard staircase procedure [23]. Psychometric functions for three

viewing distances of the comparison cube were interleaved within one run of 120

trials. Data from 160 trials per condition were fitted using probit analysis [24] and

the 50% point (point of subjective equality) shown in Figures 2 and 3. Error bars

show standard errors of this value, computed from the probit fit. In the two-wells

experiment, the walls were different shades of grey and an added black vertical

line in each corner meant that the junctions between the back and side walls were

clearly visible. These junctions extended without any visible end above and below

the observer (as if the observer was in an infinitely deep well).

Model

Let R be the ratio of the size of the comparison object to the size of the standard

object and R̂ be the observer’s estimate of this ratio. By definition, when the sub-

ject makes a size match in the experiment, R̂ = 1. We consider two different types

of cue contributing to R̂. We assume one set of ‘physical’ cues (stereo and mo-

tion parallax given knowledge of the interocular separation and distance walked)

provide an unbiased estimate, P̂, in other words 〈P̂〉 = R where 〈〉 indicates the

mean value. T̂ is the estimate provided by cues, such as the texture on the walls

and floor, that signal the size of objects relative to the size of the room. The use

of texture cues was suggested by Gibson [9]. Because the cubes are not resting
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on the ground surface, a cue such as relative disparity is required to identify the

texture elements at the same distance as the cube. Since the room expanded four-

fold between the subject viewing the standard and comparison objects, the average

estimate of the size of the comparison object according to these ‘relative’ cues is

four times smaller (i.e. 〈T̂ 〉 = R/4). (As a result, if a subject used only ‘relative’

cues, their match should be 4 times larger than if they used only ‘physical’ cues.)

If the noises on each of these estimates, P̂ and T̂ , are independent and Gaussian

with variances σP and σT and the Bayesian prior is uniform (all values of R between

1 and 4 are equally likely a priori) then the maximum-likelihood estimate [12, 13]

of the size match is given by:

R̂ = P̂wP + T̂wT = 1 (1)

where

wP =
1/σ2

P

1/σ2
P +1/σ2

T
, wT =

1/σ2
T

1/σ2
P +1/σ2

T
. (2)

Substituting the average values of P̂, T̂ and R̂ given above into equation 1 and

re-arranging gives the predicted size match:

R =
1

wP +wT /4
(3)

We assume that noise on the texture- or room-based size estimate, T̂ , is in-

dependent of distance. For example, according to Weber’s law, judging an object

relative to the size of neighbouring bricks would lead to equal variability at all

viewing distances when expressed as a proportion of object size. On the other

hand, judging object size using an estimate of viewing distance introduces greater

variability at larger viewing distances. Specifically, assuming constant variability

of estimated viewing direction in each eye, the standard deviation of an estimate
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of viewing distance from vergence increases approximately linearly with viewing

distance [11], (see also Figure 12 of [25]). From these assumptions,

σ2
T

σ2
P

=
k

D2 (4)

where D is the viewing distance of the comparison object and k is a constant. From

equations 2, 3 and 4, the expected value of the subject’s size match is:

R =
k +D2

k +D2/4
. (5)

Figure 2 shows R plotted against D. The curve shows the best fit of equation 5,

(k = 1.24). The same equation was fitted to the data on two static ‘wells’ shown in

Figure 3. In this case, we assume that subjects may still use cues that signal cube

size relative to the room, even in the absence of texture. Here, k = 33.6, indicating

a dominance of cues signalling the physical size match.
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Figure 1: An expanding virtual room. Observers wearing a head mounted display oc-
cupied a virtual room whose size varied as they walked across it. Moving from the left
to the right side of the real room caused the virtual room to expand by a factor of 4. The
inset graph shows how the scale of the room changed with lateral distance walked. When
the scale was 1, the room was 3 m wide and 3.5 m deep. Because the centre of expansion
was a point midway between the eyes, any single image could not reveal the size of the
room, as the example views illustrate. Observers reported no perceived change in the size
of the virtual room despite correct and consistent information from stereopsis and motion
parallax. In the experiment, observers compared the size of two cubes, one seen when the
room was small and the other seen when the room was large.
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Figure 2: Size matches in the expanding room. The size of the comparison cube that
subjects perceived to be the same size as the standard is plotted against the viewing distance
of the comparison cube for five subjects. The standard cube was always presented at 0.75m.
The ordinates show matched size relative to the true size of the standard (left) or relative
to a cube 4 times the size of the standard (right), i.e. scaled in proportion to the size of the
virtual room. Error bars show ±1 s.e.m. The fitted curve shows the output of a model in
which cues indicating the true distance of the comparison cube are more reliable, and so
have greater weight, at close viewing distances. The dotted line shows the predicted data if
subjects matched the retinal size of the standard and comparison cubes. The open squares
show the matched size computed from the images a subject saw on a typical trial. We used
a 3D reconstruction package, as described in the text and Supplemental Data.
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The effect of a floor or ceiling on size matches

The height of the eyes above the ground plane may, under some circumstances, become a sig-

nificant cue to viewing distance [1,2]. The data in Figure S1 show that this cue is not necessary

in order for subjects to show large biases in size judgements in an expanding room. The floor

and ceiling were removed so that subjects appeared to be in an infinite shaft or well. In other

respects the experimental conditions were the same as the expanding room experiment (figures

1 and 2). Thus, the size of the well and the bricks on the wall varied according to the sub-

ject’s lateral position as before and subjects made a similar judgement of the relative size of the

comparison and standard cubes. Figure S1 shows size matches at three comparison distances.

Removing the floor and ceiling has some effect on size matches at the closer distances for sub-

ject LT but none at the furthest distance or at any distance for subject HB. Distortions in size

matches clearly remain in the absence of a ground plane.

1
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Computational analysis of images seen by a subject in a typical
trial

In principle, motion parallax can be used to perform size constancy if a proprioceptive signal

such as stride length provides a scale reference. We used commercially available computer

vision software (boujou from 2d3, [3, 4]) to show that the motion parallax information in the

presented images is sufficiently rich to allow near-veridical performance.

Boujou takes as input a sequence of images captured by a camera moving through a rigid 3D

scene, and computes a maximum-likelihood estimate of the 3D scene structure and the camera

trajectory. This estimate is obtained by tracking 2D points in the input images, and finding the

set of 3D camera positions and 3D points that provide the closest prediction of the 2D point

tracks. From monocular data, the estimate is always up to an unknown overall scale factor.

Figure S2 shows an example frame from a processed sequence, and the recovered 3D scene and

camera path.

In order to achieve size constancy, the unknown scale factor must be computed. This scale

factor can be recovered using proprioceptive information, for example a known length of a

pace. We used the original camera trajectory from which the images were generated (derived

from the InterSense tracker data) in the place of proprioceptive information and estimated the

scale relating the original trajectory to that recovered by boujou. Specifically, for a sequence

of images I1 to In, we denote by {xi}
n
i=1

the corresponding 3D camera positions recovered by

boujou. The positions given by the InterSense tracker are {yi}
n
i=1

. For a sequence in which the

room is constant size, the arbitrary reference frame in which the vision-based reconstruction is

computed is related to the InterSense coordinate system by a 3D rotation, translation, and scale.

We need only the scale factor, s, to estimate the size of objects in the scene. This is determined

as the ratio of lengths ‖xi − xj‖/‖yi − yj‖ between two time instants, i, j. We chose i, j from
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i, j = argmaxi,j ‖yi − yj‖. Other strategies for estimating s produced similar results, such as a

least-squares estimate based on registration of the entire 3D camera tracks.

Thus, the experimental procedure is duplicated as follows. The images in which the left cube

is visible are presented to boujou, and a 3D reconstruction and camera trajectory computed. The

scale of the reconstruction is set using the known stride-length information as described above.

Two points on the front face of the cube are manually identified in 2D (see Figure S2), their 3D

positions computed using boujou, and the distance between them, dl, is recorded. Repeating

the process for the images in which the right-hand cube is visible produces an estimate dr. The

ratio dr/dl is an estimate of the relative size of the two cubes according to boujou. The open

symbols in Figure 2 show the ‘matched size’ predicted from this size ratio, 4dl/dr, for three

image sequences in which the comparison cube was at three different distances.
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Figure S1: Size matches without a ground plane. Two subjects repeated the expanding room experi-
ment without a floor or ceiling (symbol types for each subject as in Figure 1) but with the same texture
on the walls. Subjects appeared to be suspended in an infinite shaft or well. The size of the well varied
as the subject moved, as in the expanding room. Size matches were distorted by the expanding well
(solid symbols) in a similar way to that found in the expanding room (open symbols, re-plotted from
figure 2). The curves show the best fit of equation 5 to the mean data in each condition (expanding well,
solid line; expanding room, dotted line). At a viewing distance of 6m the difference in performance was
particularly small and the symbols overlie one another.
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Figure S2: Camera path and 3D structure recovered from a typical image sequence for one trial.
The top image illustrates one frame from the sequence, showing the virtual room and the comparison
cube (with a superimposed black square for the purpose of feature tracking). The red crosses indicate
the locations of tracked image features. The blue and yellow lines show the path of these features
across sequential frames before and after the current frame. The image below shows a 3D view of
the reconstructed location of the tracked features (blue and yellow points) and the computed path of
the camera (red). The images used for this reconstruction were from the part of the trial in which the
comparison cube was visible. The scene remained static throughout this period.


